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High density & low complexity
“High complexity”
Low density & high complexity
Motivation
3
1. Develop a metric that can quickly approximate 
the complexity of a given traffic scenario for:
• Flight planning and scheduling
Potential use: traffic management, vehicle operations
• Quick risk assessment
Potential use: insurance, traffic management 
• Traffic scenario categorization
Potential use: traffic management, researchers












• Cognitive complexity (e.g. Dynamic Density)
• Evaluated with controller’s workload ratings
• Aircraft count is the dominant factor
• Intrinsic traffic disorder 
• Geometrical approach for traffic divergence, convergence, and 
sensitivity
• Entropy of the traffic dynamic system
• Complexity map
• Velocity vector field












Develop a metric constructed based the number of 
potential conflicts weighted by the conflict resolution 
cost:
• Compute conflict resolution maneuvers using Mixed-
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) 
• Vehicle trajectory model
• Speed constraint






























tcrt: time threshold to start a conflict resolution maneuver
Objective
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Objective: Minimize the deviation from original trajectory. 






Develop a metric constructed based the number of 
potential pairwise conflicts weighted by the conflict 
resolution cost:
• Compute conflict resolution maneuvers using Mixed-
Integer Linear Programming (MILP) formulation:
• Vehicle trajectory model
• Speed constraint




• Construct complexity metric
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Scenario Complexity Metric (SC)
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C=1.26 C=1.32 C=1.29
Complexity of a pairwise conflict:












Criteria used in generation:
• 1.3x1.3 nmi2 area
• Origin and destination 
outside of the area
• At most one turning point
• All flights depart within 5 
minutes
• Target ground speeds [5, 
20] meter/second
A sample 30 vehicle scenario
Test Scenarios
19
• Likelihood of conflict increases when density increases
• Only scenarios with conflicts were used
• 5-50 vehicles (3-30 vehicle/nmi2, 46 density levels )










• Ground truth generation
• Comparison






















• High-fidelity: 6DOF, navigation, 
communication, wind, etc.
• Multi-vehicle operations
• Time step: 500ms
• Uncertainties
• Monte Carlo – statistics
• Parallel computing capability
Flexible engine for Fast-time evaluation of Flight environments (Fe3)
(Using cloud GPU instances)
Complexity measurement (ground truth)
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Number of resolution maneuvers (or resolution duration)
- The total number of time steps when resolution maneuver 
commands were issued










• Ground truth generation
• Comparison
Comparison with Pearson Correlations
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R=0.78 R=0.90 R=0.90







• The number of flights (or density) is less correlated with the complexity
compared to the other two metrics
• The SC metric showed similar correlation with the complexity to the























• The number of flights (or density) is less correlated with the complexity
compared to the other two metrics
• The SC metric showed closer correlation with the complexity than the
number of potential conflicts
No. of resolution maneuvers
(transformed)
No. of resolution maneuvers
(transformed)





























• A quick calculated metric is needed for UAS traffic management.
• A new complexity metric is proposed using results from the MILP 
formulation
• The approach of using high-fidelity simulation results as the ground 
truth to evaluate complexity metrics is valuable. 
• Evaluation results showed that: 
• The traffic density has the lowest correlation with complexity.
• Both the new metric and the number of potential conflicts have high 
correlations.




• Explore if there are other simple features that can better represent 
traffic complexity through regressions based on simulation results.
• Identify the best simple metric for traffic complexity. 
